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Please help me for my project. I
was trying to decrypt a file having

encrypted the password of my
email address using python. But it

gives me an error saying
'ValueError: Unsupported algo:

String'. I am not able to figure out
the error. Please help me and also
suggest me if there is an easy way

to decrypt the same file. import
unidecode import pyRenascent

import struct def extract_email_add
ress_hash(hash_string): """ if you
give hash of invalid string, it will

give error, """ try: message_hash =
unidecode.unidecode(hash_string)

except: print('Illegal String')
print(hash_string) raise return

pyRenascent.decode(hash_string)
msg_hash = "0xC94DA92F76E1A61
7D8E3EE7AD19F228EBFB59E5" pri
nt(unidecode.unidecode(msg_hash)
) print(pyRenascent.encode(msg_h
ash)) print(unidecode.unidecode(un
idecode.unidecode(msg_hash).deco
de("hex"))) a = "" b = "" while a!=
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b: a = input() print(a) print(b) if b
== "h" or b == "help": break else:

print("Acces denied")
print(hex(int(msg_hash, 16)))

print(msg_hash) #print(extract_em
ail_address_hash(msg_hash)) if

(int(msg_hash, 16) ==
0xFFFFFFFF): msg_hash =

msg_hash + (0xFFFFFFFF &
(0x7FFFFFFF)) print(msg_hash) q =

struct.pack('
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